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Division of Engineering
W. Risen, Jr., Professor of Chemistry
Department of Chemistry, Brown University, Providence, R.I. 02912
Within the Division of Engineering at Brown University there has been established a
Laboratory for Lightwave Technology that involves a multidisciplinary research in a variety

L

of topics. (See Appendix). Equipment grants from the National Science Foundation, from
the Department of Defense, and from the Bell Communications Research Laboratory have
been responsible for the growth of this facility.

Perhaps the key equipment grant was

from the Department of Defense that permitted the acquisition of a complete optical
fiber draw facility and ancillary characterization equipment.
operational for approximately six months.

This equipment has been

The preform deposition facility has been in

operation for over a year, and we have gained much valuable experience with this equipment
and our ability to design and fabricate I)reforlns.

With our draw facility in operation,

and a new fiber and preform characterization laboratory, we can now design preforms,
fabricate them, pull the final preform into optical fiber, and analyze the fiber. We have
recently installed a York Technology FCM 1000 fiber analyzer, a donation from the Bell
Communications Laboratory. This has the capability of measuring fiber attenuation as a.
function of wavelength, fiber end surface condition, near field spot size, and fiber index
profile.
In conjunction with our research of novel dopants in optical fibers, we have initiated
a program of cooperative research with Major J. Rotger, Frank J. Seiler UT.S. Air Force

--

Research Laboratory, Colorado Springs, and with Dr. Ulf Osterberg, a nienber "If Prof.
Stegeman's group at the University of Arizona, Optical Science Center.

)r.

U,:1,rbe,'.

0
%i

whom I recently visited, is carrying on some of his second harmoni" e:-pcrm lite[its with
phosphorus doped silica based fibers supplied by our labo'ratory.

)r.

(steih.rg

;S

,

setting up some experiments in conjunction with Major Rotger in the area of freittency
doubling, and fibers from our facility are being used in this effort.
I-

The goal will be to

Jes

-,".

,.-I

-M

increase the efficiency of this process, and to understand the basic mechanism responsible
for this unexpected phenomenon.

To this latter end, we have already obtained NMR

spectra of our phosphorus doped fibers, and hope to obtain sufficient lengths of Nd:YAG
irradiated fibers from Dr. Osterberg at the University of Arizona to use in Prof. Bray's
(Department of Physics, Brown University) NMR facility. This may provide some insight
into the details of the mechanism responsible for the breaking of the symmetry that permits
second order harmonic generation in an amorphous glass. The fiber group at the University
of Southhampton, Southhampton, England, has recently obtained 10% efficiency in their
frequency doubling experiments.
We are also continuing our efforts in rare earth doped glasses, with the ultimate use
as fiber lasers or fiber sensors. The glass-science aspect of our efforts in this area has

I%

been carried out in the laboratory of Prof. Risen, of the Department of Chemistry. Dr.
Kang Sun recently completed his Ph.D. degree in the area of rare earth glasses, and recent
publications associated with this work are attached.
In summary,*progress has been made in the following areas: further experience with
O- MCVD) preform facility, and the establishment of Z.

optical draw tower provides

-t

A-V
i

wit1fWi4h-tm ability to create state-of-the-art fibers with a host of novel dopants. We will
continue to concentrate on fibers doped with rare earth elements by several techniques,
and to continue studies of bulk formation of rare earth glassesvith Prof.

V. Risen, .Jr.

(Chemistry "Department)-(4nd to study certain aspects of second harmonic generation in
rare earth doped silica based fibers. This work will be undertaken in conjunction with Dr.

.

Osterberg in Prof. Stegeman's 6/rot'p at the University of Arizona, and Major Rotger's
group at Colorado Springs.
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RARE EARTH PHOSPHATE GLASSES

Kang Sun and William M. Risen, Jr.
Department of Chemistry, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912, U.S.A.
(Received 4 September 1986 by J. Taucf

Praseodymium phosphate and dysprosium phosphate glasses with compositions
xLn20 3 (1-x)P20 5 have been synthesized and analyzed to be in the x=0.16-0.30 ranCe.
Their structures have been studied by infrared, far infrared and laser Paman
spectroscopy, and the dependences of the magnetic and thermal properties of the glasses
on stoichiometry and structure have been investigated.

Introduction

microprobe data were measured with a Camera Nhicroprobe
using a 15kV - lOnA beam at a 40* take off angle. Te
glass transition temperatures. Tg. were measured unoer N,
on a DuPont 9900 DTAJDSC thermal anaivzer on anneaiea
samples in Pt cells with A1 0 3 as the reference. Magneuc
susceptibilities were measured at 25"C on a Faraday
balance with a field strength of 10.40kOe and field c'radient.
H(dH/dz), of 17.93. Raman spectra were measured on a
Spex 1403 spectrometer° with 514.5nm .Ar ;on .aser
radiation using the
0 scattering geometry
i.frarea
measurements were made on a Digilab FTS-15B as KBr
pellets from 3800-4(0cm
and as low density poivethvene
pellets t50-500cm ). Spectral resolution was 2 cm- cr
better in all cases.

of glasses containing high
The
characteristics
concentrations of rare earth ions are of considerable interest
for applications in optical data transmission, detection,
sensing, and laser technologies. Such glasses can have high
magnetic susceptibilities and strong, sharp electronic
absorptions in the ultraviolet to near infrared region, and
thus may be useful as Faraday rotator modulators, optical
isolators, fiber lasers, and optical signal couplers,
While there are many complex multicomponent rare
earth glasses, phosphates hold special interest as binary
rare earth glasses of variable composition whose propertle;
can be changed systematically. Segal and coworkers
have reported
the magnetooptic properties
of one
composition of each of the rare earth phosphates, but to gain
control over such materials it is important to determine how
the spectral, magnetic and thermal characteristics vary with
composition. We report the synthesis analysis and key
features of the laser Raman and infrared spectra, the glass
transition behavior and the magnetic susceptibilities of the
binary glasses xPrqO 3 (l-x)P 2 O 5 and xDy 0O 3 l-x1PoO).
with x in the 0.18 to 0.30 range. These lanthahide
elements. Pr and Dy, were chosen in order to include both
large and small valence-stable rare earth ions, since cation
size is an important determinant of the glass forming
regions of rare earth glasses, and to include ions with both
high and low free ion magnetic susceptibilities. , since the
,
epen s sron ly n
Verdt cnstnt
Verdet constant depends strongly on x.

Results and Discussion
The microprobe analyses of the classes formed showed
them to have the compositions listed in5 Table 1. Since the
analysis of 40 randomly selected 0.1 u renons on earn
glass gave identical results and x-rav diffraction and Raman
spectra gave no evidence of crystallinity. these materials are
aphous and are
ognos
withn
thse e
ase
amorphous and are homogeneous with no vossible phase
s
The range of
O.foxnO,-'P0
4
x=0.3 for xLnO
P:O ratios of 0.54?1
and the glass has

compositions, approximately x=0.2 to
crepdstrisswn
tioCasses %itn
1-x,ti
0
-. corresponds
to 0.318S. "At x= 0.25 this ratio is 0 3 '.3
the metaphosphate comtposition. \Vhnie

are several possible structural Types
it h:s
a.K aiI
in
dominate
chains
fPO111 n
composition.
metaphosphate Classes.' At values of X bvlow 1.22. ome of
the ring and bridge structures of P
- snouid be present
alone with iPOI,<n chain segments in the network. When x
exceeds 0.25. the phosphate portion of the networK S
expected to he composed of shorter chains and to atproir
the P4 0)1 3
ion at x =0.33
there

Experimental
Glasses
with
compositions
xPr, O(l-x)P
3
2 0,
(x=0.18-0.28) and xDy.,O ll-x1PO, (x=0.4-0.29i have
been obtained from 99.9
Pr (CO,3 i 3 , 99.99% DY,(CO1 3
and 99.9% P2 0 5 by quenching in air melts of mixtures of
Ln(CO3,)3 and P.,O, that were heated in covered Pt
crucibles at 1400C. for one hour. A wide range of ratios of
amounts of starting materials were used in attempts to
prepare glasses outside of the x =0.2-0.3 composition range,
but the only resultant homogeneous vitreous materials
formed by this method fell in that range. All reported
materials were examined by x-ray diffraction.

Thus, this composition region includes classes wrio.e
network structures should range from partial rini!-Pati.I
chain, to long chain, to short chain in .iaracmer
.
experimental questions, once the glass formation region i.
defined, are: whether these structural contectures are
supported by spectroscopic data: now tnev inci ihn
properties of the rare earth ions affect the c.ass transition
and. how the structure ano coimoosition ire reiateo to
masmetic proerties oi the cla ,e%

The elemental compositions were determined to within
±0.01 weight percent by eiectron microoroie analvsis. 'he

m7

or
7:C

%I.
-

~
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The Raman and infrared spectra of all glasses in these
series were obtained, and those of three xPr2,03 -x)P 0 0 5
glasses, selected to represent the results over the range in x,
sre in Figures 1 and 2.
The complete spectra and
vibrational assignments will be reported elsewhere. The
spectra exhibit major variations as a function of rare earth
concentration. x. over the x=0.202 to x=0.2S4 range.
These are evident in the 1200-1400, 850-1150 and
- 1
600-900 cm
as well as lower frequency regions of the
Raman spectra in Figure 1. For comparison, the x=0.202
spectrum is repeated as a dashed line without offset relative

$,
,
v
0

to that of x = 0.234.
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IThese

spectral
chanc:es
are
consistent with
trie
hypotheses discussed above. The interpretation is
bands
an
d
spetre
of
sp
ct
above
00
cat
e the
ra
further by the behavior of
lower 4frequency

.. 2iguRaman

"-.supported

whc
200

400
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800
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1200

1400

1600

cm-

are shown in Fiure
,n the x=0.202

glass.

2.

is assigned to a

predomi4ate4v

T stretching
eP-O-P
mode involving unperturbed cain
and
residual r
uog ts
in
the P d5 - rich glasses. It appears at
suppord fnure ht5
ass, in wich there are no catin
200ure 400a
values noted for

Figre0.2

600ctr
80
1000
120
solid lines. The 'dashed Tre

Raa
spectr wi

ofxrO

3

Uxl

0

5

gl40s
10
repeats the

-

715 cm i

when x exceeds 0.238.

Thus. the

decrease of this band from one of the strongest in this
spectrum to one of essentially zero intensity occurs with a
chance in x of as little as 0.036. and provwoes an excellent
probe
of
stolcnbometrv
and
structure
near
the
metaphosphate composition.
- 1

The infrared spectra above 400 cm
of strong, extensiveiv convoiluted bands.

contain a nurmber
Whide they refiect

an accuracy of at least ±0.01 in x. Bland contour analysis
shows that this feature is not due to one band shifting but to
the chanei in relative intensity of two bands, at co 12
and
1220 cm-'. whose convoluted band maximum shifts. These
hands are due to the asymmetric IO
stretch of P)., units
in the chain but different bonding conhurations reiatoe w
the are earth ins. As x increases a shoulder at (a !'ll0
cm
, due
to stretches of uncoordinated P=()
units.
disar.rars, and the stroncrest hand. due to the Il ),'vmmutric stretch broadens and shills from 11S1, cm
'i
iowr freqiencv.
In D)%-hased
'ljsses. contaiin' tne
-inalier t)t
i(enticali
charced )%
in,
tiis billd 1 it
'm
at 1ii'
kill , creau
.naio ousil
P.iri ,; the

Iourposition uniquelv, most if the iand shape chances are
less dramatic tran those in, the Raman.
liowevr, the
growth
of the
1 170
rm- '
hand.
due
'o
;ncrvased
concentration of 'O, eod clouos as the phoshate cnain
becomes shorter when - increases, is evienced bv ,is
chance from a smai -r, uer
at X t1202 to a stront band
it x=(.24.
Moreover. the shift of the .tronc P i'd ,
asvrPmetric stretchnr hand structure from 1250 to !'.,i)
-, l
I
itor
o-,tent
sltl) tr.5
'nt R,.ttn
lCeman
licus.)d atove
Ilii
land inai
kn
sl ioa a s
t
iliiiiI
1.i)lilt's. hic it c s t.
l 111 and 720 cm
:anti
\,.tith
ple(oniltwnt \'i l tieset- a
lteirtltm
(i s rh.
,
i r.iliti ai -lwctla
his
1:int ;n1.wo
ilimt ,;:a
t
S

b)roaij,-n ni .tro.
.
rm
M
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perturbations and the chain structure is not dominant. and
above
700 cm
in glasses
near the metapnosohate"
compositiong
it decreaes in intensit and is repIaced or te
band at ca

The change in frequency and relative intensitv of thr
band maximum at 1265 cmto a shoulder at 1220 cmwith a change in x of 0.082 is quite dramatic. It and
analogous results for Dy-based glasses reveal chances that
are great enough to serve as an analytical probe to
determine the composition of rare earth phosphate glasses to
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Table I
Magnetic Susceptibilities of Rare Earth
Phosphate Glasses

xPr

0 3i

1->xlP25

x
0.1 SS
0.202
0.2 16
0.92
0.2 3S
0.2S4

xDY,0U
3. 1-xiP 010-With
~1))
mu

x 103emumob
10emumol,
x
1.90
0.240)
1.9s
0.262
2.,13
0.277
2.25
0.2S9
2.36
0.21,9
2.86

mdi'

2.33
.5 4
2.62
2.76
2.83

The values of the magnetic susceptibilities. X, given in
Table I are in units of emu per mole of glass compounu
iarmnuiated as xLnO 3 . 1-xiPOh. so the number of Ln
ions per mole increases with x. When these data are plotted
it is seen that X varies nearly linearly with x. The slope of
the best fit line which also includes
0I (i.e..
s Lx
I.10
for diamain~tic susceptibility, at x=U is 0.950x10" emu
mol glass-mol Ln 5 0 3 i
for the DY-containing glasses
an L01x10
for -hoecontaining
Pr.
The oniv
paramagnetic species present are the Ln ions, so their
T:.a
can be obtained from X using A,-hre.
oents
,anec
if the )( values are normalized for
XT
2.82S
composition. This gives ju fr D'v, = 10.62 BMNand AfiPr)
:3.46 BMI at 2O.'SK. These may be compared to the itief'

TIo:)IIAT!:(ASIs

.

ton .'rsa
primarihv to the fact thiat tne smaier Dv
stronger electrostatic tielid (in trie niwi,-,rK and incre .es the
wore. required to overcome interionic iorces and aiiow th
network segrments to rearranre .. t rie giass transition.'
tSecond, in tiott cases T_- mcreises with x. This i due to
trade offs between -evera.
tit.As
x increases auov
0.25. the traction ,! P atoms r.,arttitatini' in tormninai
charged PO,( units increases and [ne cniains ri ecome snorter.
to onioonnate
tne same :iriati-rn. nv ratio ot Ln
increast- .nd mne numnoer ,, :onic crossiinkinz interactions
per mole increases. both tne increase in tic traction of
shorter, stiffer chains and tze increase in .tron.- ionic
crossiinks Serve to Increase Tc. A smaifer counteracting
trend is a decrease in P-C)-? crossiinkini: as x increases. but
there are few rine-andl criosslinK-,tructures invoivin2 such
bonds above x
0.24. so their jocrease is not a rria~oreffect.
The far infrareJ sp~ectra of the pgasses retlect tne
changes in the M\ -- network Interaictior, as x is var.
.s
snown in Figure 4. ine tiana struct;re it, to %iorat:ons oI
the cation reiative to its neIU~n.ooii piosinate ntworK
sites iopears in :h'
:7,0-27't crr
revlon.
In .!Kail
metaonoshonates this ration-mnot:on .ini is a '02 cm ' !or
Cspo 0 . for exam ri,! andi increases to) 21 _ cm - for \PX
n
I
ad
I
mn.iiitii
-- rie,
gcrai.
i
decreases. wvith rction
m..s
irict
t
i:;,si.n
.
s
t
nean-w.e
Ain
mass but increased cnimre. tIn, ranc mcreases in. ir. luencx
from 102 cm-' for C
1,;
imu t,)
1
.13: amu, and, as show-n i. F::aur, 4. to 1i-21
m
:or
Pr
141 .imu,.

'

*

4

J

values expected from giJ1 J +U 1"~2, which are 10.64BM for
11
the 6l,
Pr

stt
o DY
, 3 stte

3fD
and 3.58BNI for the

taeo
4saeo

3. The linear variation of,< with x and the comparison

of calculated and observed values of u~Tshow that neiiher
the
:cand field of the phosphate network nor any
intercationic coupling is great enough to lilt the 2J 4- 1,-fold
dezeneracy of the ion states and that both are relatively
small.

I

. o

The class transition temperatures, plotted in Figure 3.
are found to vary linearly with x in each case and show two
trends. First. Dv-containing glasses have higher Ig's at
each value of x than do the Pr glasses. This is due

N
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to cation-network stretches in which the network segments
are PO, units in PO , chairs and carry a net charge of
-1, while those near 220 cm- Involve terminal P0 4 units
carrying a cnarge of -2. Clearly the cation-network forces
reflected in the far infrared increase with x. as does Tg.
The spectra of Dy glasses are simiiar to those of Pr glasses,
although broadened to higher frequency. This is due to the
fact that while Dy is some 24 amu heavier than Pr it is

'ol.

C, ,o.

smaller and has a higher charge to radius ratio.
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SOL-GEL PREPARATION OF RARE-EARTHt SILICATE GLASSES
Kang SUN, Wook-Hwan LEE and William M. RISEN Jr
Department of Chemistry, Brown Universitv. Providence. RI 02912, LSA

d
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Rare-earth silicate glasses have been obtained by a sol-gel method starting w,,th the rare earth
carbonates of Pr. Dy and Er and TEOS (tetraethoxvsilane). Expressed in the form ALn _O1i x SiO- the glasses have compositions in the range x = 0.009 to 0052. w.hich corresponds to 0.9 to
5.2 molo or up to 23 wt% rare earth oxide as determruned bv electron microprobe. The vlasses ,-,e
produced by densification at 800 C. Infrared and visible spectra and magnettc susceptibilities wie
reported.

I. Introduction
The characteristics of binary silica-based rare-earth glasses are of particular
interest for optical applications in which silica-based materials with large
Verdet constants and lasing ability are required. This is especially important in
optical fiber technology, where binary rare-earth silicates are needed to create
nonreciprocal devices, such as isolators and circulators, and magnetic field
sensors. Of course, glasses with these compositions also are of interest in
geological, chermcal and other optical fields.
Due to the extremely high melting points of rare-earth oxides and SiO..
however, the preparation of binary rare-earth silicates from melts requires
temperatures of 1800 0 C or higher. Moreover, the melt method is limited to
compositions for which quench techniques are sufficiently fast to avoid phase
separation problems. This has caused experimental difficulties and often leads
to low-quality glasses [1].
The sol-gel method provides an approach to obtaining binary rare-earth
silicates as pure, homogeneous glasses at much lower temperatures than
required bv conventional melt-quench techniques. There have been several
attempts to prepare such glasses using sol-gel methods. Mukherlee et al. 121
prepared glasses by melting compositions %,hich were present orignall, as
crystalline materials or gels. so gels were involved, but since melting was
required these cannot he considered sol-gel glasses. Wan, and ltench 131
reported the preparation of sol-gel derived silica optical filters, using the
l)(
a('..pproach. i cludi n a rare-carth silicate described as a "'I't (nmol) Nd
silica gel heated to SS() ° C". I low\ever. it carefully \,as not described as a glas,.
.itd it, %tbIle pcctrui, \as found to differ sgn'f cantlv from that of the
--'
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for the evolution of most of the CO.. This solution was added dropwise over
10-15 min to a stirred solution made by mixing 10.00 g of TEOS and 10 g of
absolute ethanol. This corresponds to 0.004 mol Pr 3 and 0.04 mol Si. and
should lead to a glass of composition 0.04PrO, - 0.96SiO.. Its elemental
analvsis, when dried and densified. showed it to be 0.052PrO' . ().948SiO,.
All glasses were examined by X-ray diffraction and shown to be amorphous.
The elemental compositions of the glasses were determined to within -0.01
wt% by electron microprobe analysis, calibrated with accurately known standard. The microprobe data were measured with a Cameca licroprobe (take
off angle 400) at an excitation voltage of 20 kV and beam current of 15 nA.
Infrared spectra were obtained on a Digilab FTS-15B spectrometer. The KBr
pellet technique was used. At least 200 scans at a resolution of 2 cm - were
signal-averaged. Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on a
Faraday Balance equipped with a Cahn electrobalance (model RGt at room
temperature. Measurements were made at field strength 10.40 kOe and field
gradient. tt(dH/d:). of 17.93. Thermal gravimetnc anal'sis (TGAI was
performed on a System 113 thermal gravimetric analyzer. Visible absorption
spectra were obtained on a Carv 17 UV/ Visible spectrophotometer.

3. Results and discussion
The lanthanide silicate glasses prepared by this method were designed to
have 0.9 to 5.2 mol% rare earth, where the mol% is given by x in the formula
xLnO,(l-x)SiO.. Wben they were analyzed after initial densification at
600°C, with about 2 h at 800°C. the lanthanide and silicon concentrations
were slightly less than expected. The materials contained from 0.2 to 6 wt% of
another component, which was assumed to be H.O. since no chlorine was
present. Samples of these materials were studied by thermogravimetric analysis and found to give off volatiles constituting this weight percentage in the
800-850'C range when heated over about 3 h. Therefore the -lasses were
heated further at 800'C for 10 h and newlv analyzed by electron microprobe.
Each glass was analyzed at 10-40 randomlv selected 20 rim regions. The
analysis at each spot on a given sample gave identical results. The composttions were determined to an accurac, of _ 0.01 %%t'( and are gie\en in table 1.
All analyses accounted for 99.5 -0.5 %%
t' of the glasses in term.,, of Ln A),
and SiO:, and are given in table 1 in terms of A in xl.n,(I lSiO,.
The fact that the glasses were X-ray amorphous and the fact that all 20 I ni
spots gave identical anal\,.es. show that these materials arc amorphious ind
homogeneous, with no po,,ible phase separation at a level greater than ca 20
Am.
The infrared .ind ultra, iolet-'i,,ible spectra of the .lasses %%r
crc mCaurCd.
The infrared ,pectra of one of the glasses.
Er ) I - \ )Si)., k =
3
tikcn both aftcr initial ,ind final dcnsiitition. are \,Io.%n in the ;,00- IS(
cm I reion in fig. 1. Fhe spectrum of the ,'It,, taken iftcr treatment At
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1220 cm - . However, the shapes and relative intensities of these hands differ
somewhat from those of SiO,. of course, due to the presence of the rare-earth
ions, but no new separate bands are introduced. This is shown in fig. 2. where
the 450-1400 cm - 1 spectra of a series of dysprosium silicate glasses with
increasing Dy content are presented. The main regions of interest are 600-640
cm-1, where the absorbance decreases slightly as Dvy - ions are introduced,
and near 900 cm - 1, where the absorbance increases significantly. On close
inspection of the spectra in fig. I and analogous spectra in which the
rare-earth content is constant, it is seen that the decrease occurs near 620
cm-1 as densification occurs, but that no increase occurs near 900 cm-1.
Thus. we believe that the small decrease in the 600-640 cmregion is
associated with the network, and that the increase at 920 cm-1 is due
primarily to the presence of the rare-earth ions. Since the S70-1)30 cm
region is quite typical for the infrared active M-O stretch of oxvens bound to
highly charged metal ions [7], the absorbance increase at 920 cm , proportional to the Ln 3 concentration, is assignable to such a %ibration. This
assignment must be taken to be tentative, however, in the lie.ht of the
well-known complexity of silicate spectra.
The glasses treated only to 6000C show evidence of incomplete formation
of the network and of the presence of HO. Thus, in fig. 1(a) the band at 1620
cm ' is due to the H-O- H bending mode. It is largely removed by extended
heating at 800 0 C. as shown in fig. 1(b). In regions not shox~n. the ()0°C
treated glass also shows the presence of water by a broad absorbance in the
3000-3700 cmi region, which is lost upon treatment at S00o C.
The usefulness of a glass as a Faraday rotator depends on both its
absorption spectrum and its magnetic susceptibility. The visible absorbance
spectrum also serves as a basis for comparision of the ligand field' of the
rare-earth ions in these glasses with those in melt-quenched gl.isses contiining
them. Although exact comparisons are not available, spectra of rare earths in
glasses with other networks can be used. The spectrum of one of the erbium
silicate glasses is shown in fig. 3. The hands correspond to the transitions
assigned in table 2 and compared to the bands reported for erbium borate
glasses [8]. They correspond quite closely, as do those of the praseod\ iltuin
silicate glass to the transitions found in Pr*- in the melt-prepared phosphate
glasses [9]. This result can be contrasted to the situation in Nd gls reported b'.
Wang and Hench [3], who found that the spectrum of the ,'el was quite
different from that of the melt-quench glass. Ilius, in the sol-gel prep.ared
glasses reported here. the optical absorptions of the rare-earth ions ire as
expected for fully formed glasscs.
The magnetic properties of the r.ire-earth glisse, .re centrA io their
potential ipplication. [lie magnetic susceptibilit\. .,
t ironRl% relited to the
Verdet constant. which leasurcs the n a'nitudte of the ,ir.ldl,\ Cieet., lHie
macnetic ,tisceptibilities of these sol eel prepared lises ire preCentCd in

taile I. I lie .itltes of .x reported here ire corrected for di~imietie
tions. uld rcpre,cnt the paramnainctic ,,usceptibilitics ., .ite.'A
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maginetically in the network at room temperature. This is the expected
behavior for rare-earth ions, whose magnetic properties aire due primarily to
unpaired electrons in f orbitals. The magnetic moments are quite close to those
expected for the 3H, state of Pr , , the ' H,2saeoD%
ndt 'I
state of Er- 3 [101.
The key to success in this sol-gel method involves control of the introduction of the rare-earth ions. Analogous preparations in vwhich there %%as,'.
significantly more H.0 or in which the rare-earth ions were introduced as,.
their soluble chlorides or nitrates were not successful. Mloreover. if the initiall"
dissolved rare-earth carbonate was allowed to stand in air for miore than I h.,,
the efficiency of introduction of the tons (the concentration attainable) de-'
creased significantly'. From these results. wve infer that the release of CO, h"
acidification of the carbonate. under the conditons used. lea~es the rare-earth
ions essentially as hydrated ions which do not form hxdroxides, because of the
acidity, or other unreactive or insoluble ions. vithin tile time required for
addition to the alcoholic I EOS solution. Thus, the key seem,, to he to obtain
ions in concentrated solution (-so there isa,, little vxater as po,,iblei and to
react them with TEeS before they, undergo reactions %o.
th L. Ht0 or 0. to
form unreactive complexes. The ,toichionletr% !,,
crucial a %Neil,. becau'e
increasing the amnount of H.O0 used to dissolve tihe rare-earth ion ,er-,es to
limit the concentration of Ln 3 in the flass bv increasig, the amount of TEeS
inital stages of
,olvolvzed. Thus, tile stoic hiomnet rv and tile kinetics of tihe
reaction must be controlled. Recognizing the importance of tile metal 101n
coordination chemnistry is even crucial to preparing transition metal silicate
-lasses.
"The analysis of these materials not only provided tihe Ln ' - . Si and t
contents, it also showed that no C or C1 remained in the _liass
es. This niean ,
that t|CI is lost completely and that the heating s'chedule lead,, to complete
evaporation of the ethanol present both as solvent and a.-,
a product oI
solvolo.sis of the TEES. The water present in the s~stem mwas 10ot more
N,
.
as indicated bv tile fact that tile last 0._ to 6 \ < vsrenlo\ed at
l'
-'hf-

lcoifj~l'C~lI
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S_
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Ci

Presunably it also wvould be remov ed. but more

.v
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Actinide Silicate Binary Glasses: Low Temperature Sol-Gel Preparation
of Uranium and Thorium Silicate Glasses

Wook-Hwan Lee, Kang Sun and William M. Risen, Jr.
Department of Chemistry
Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island 02912

S

Binary uranium silicate and thorium silicate glasses have been obtained by a sol-gel
method starting with the oxides and TEOS (tetraethylorthosilicate).

Expressed in the form

xMaOb(l-x)SiO2, the glasses fall in the range; 0.0017 to 0.047, which corresponds to 0.17
to 4.68 mole percent and, for uranium up to 19 weight% UO 3 . as determined by electron
microprobe. These elements were incorporated as U(VI) (in the UO,

- formi and Th IV

The glasses were produced by densification at temperatures of 7000 C or less.

,.

Partia;

crystallization of uranium silicate occurs on heating at 8000 C or above. The infrared and
visible spectra are reported.

Introduction

One approach to storing uranium. plutonium and other actinides from partially spent
fuel in fission reactors is to incorporate in glasses the portion that cannot be recycled
usefully. The requirements for a successful glass system are demanding, and include high
chemical stability of the initially formed glass, long range containment of the actinides and
of the materials formed durinz the decay of the actinides and :heir .ission products. and
compatibility with other elements placed into the glass.

0ptimZzing a compiete stora2:
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system demands consideration of many other factors as wtL

1.

One sucn factor is the

glass forming process itself, which must be carried out so that the elements are contained
during processing. That as well as other materials and energy-related issues tend to make
high temperature melt quench or glass sintering processes complex and costly.

It would be advantageous to have a low temperature. atmospheilc pressure wav of
preparing stable glass containing actinides, lanthanides ,2) and other elements present in
nuclear waste, and the sol-gel method is one obvious choice.

To this end a number of ways

of ion exchanging metal ions on silica surfaces (3) coprecipitation

p

and coagulation of

colloids. and use of mixed network glass forming solutions ,4,5) have been investigated.

It
,.
V

obtain materials in which the role of the
seems clear that both for storage purposes and to
metals can be studied, it would be advantageous

to have a way to prepare stable

homogenous binary actinide silicate glasses with a method which does not reouire the use

',

of reagents that are difficult to handle, containment conditions that are hard to attain, or

.a

i
temperatures that can lead to vaporization of the actinides.

In prin.ple it is possible to

achieve this bv using sol-gel techniques, but no binary silicate glasses of this type have

.-

been reported to our knowledge.

I

In this paper, we report the preparat:on of homogeneous binary uranium and thorium
silicate glasses by

so!-gel methods.

silicates containing UO
they also form MO.

2

The chemistry employed

%01

to make tfle uranium

2 units should be app!icable to Np. Pu and Am. as well. since

-° species

6,. The chemistry of Th and Pa is enough di.Ferent from

"
",,

that of U that a slightly modified sol-gel method has been empioyed to obtain binary
thorium silicate glasses.

t

Glasses with the formal composition xUO., 1-x SiOrange O<x

O.047. or up to about 5 mole percent U0.

weight percent UO
type would be (UO,

3

or 0-1.$ wei:ht percent uranium.

have been prepared in the

Tis ranze corresooncs to O-1S.9
A - mole percent lass of this

O. !9 SiO.,. Thorium glasses have been prepared in the rance 0 <x

%D

%

-.

M

.

.
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: 0.0319, or to about 3 mole percent.
The uranium glass synthesis has been designed to incorporate the element in the ,-6
formal oxidation state. since U+3 is easily oxidized to U_"-4 by air, U .4-4 can be oxidized
readily and U

is quite stable in the form UO

9

-9

The well known stability of UO

2

is ascribed to the unusually strong U-O bonds in the linear U-U-O structure. The design
also is based on the approach to sol-gel binary silicates we developed for the preparation of
lanthanide silicates (2). It involves the reaction of UO
uranyl ion, UO 2

-2,

3

(or other sources of the well known

and 0, such as UO 2 CO 3 - H 2 0) with tetraethvlorthosilicate(Si(OR)

R=C2H5), and H290. via the overall reaction, stated for UO
the presence of

3

4

in a form which highlights

-02

UO 3 + y Si(OR) 4 + 2vH0 - (UO2 )O.ySiO 2 + 4vROH
While this is a straightforward approach in principle, it is important to recognize that
a number of competing proceses can occur as the gel is formed or transformed to glass.
They could lead to the presence of lower valent oxides in the glass or as separate phases.
The preparation of the thorium glasses proceeds more conveniently in a somewhat
different way.

Although the oxide.

ThO,,

and certain carbonate

species. such as

Th(OH) 2 CO 3 . 2H 2 0, can be sources of the oxide, thorium hydroxide is more appropriate.
Two forms of "Th(OH, 4 ' can be precipitated from ThNO 3,4 solutions by alkali hydroxide
(7).

One of them is a hydrated amorphous gel containing ThOH

4

tetrahedra that are

weakly connected by H-bond bridges. It is stable thermally, and, although it can pick up
*

ambient CO 2 to form the hydrated hvdroxvcarbonate. it is readiy soluble in HC.
Experimental

The glabeb were made by combining two solutions. A and B. to form a solution, that
was allowed to gel and then dried and densified.
5'.

Solution A was prepared by d:ssolving

PAGE 4
i
TEOS, tetraethvlorthosiiicate tor tetraethox-vsilane) iSi(OC-)H
_55 44

ethanol. C2H 5 OH. Solution B was prepared by dissolving UO
minimum of 12M HCl. adding H ,O
1

3

Aldrich, in absolute

'or Th(OH

4.

zH 2 O) in a

and dissolving this solution in absolute ethanol.

Solution B was added dropwise with stirring to solution A over a period of about 5 minutes
beginning within 5 minutes of preparation of solution B. The homogeneous soution which
was formed gelled in a loosely covered beaker in S-10 hours at 250 C. The gel was cured
at 250 C for 6-14 days. Then it was heated slowly (ca 10 C'min.' from 250 C to 6000 C
(7000 C for Th) and held at 6000 C for periods ranging from 2 hours to 64 hours (7000 C,
24 hr. for Th).
In a typical preparation of the "5" mole percent glass, 0.7226g t2.525 x 10- " mole, of
U0

3

was added to 1.0g 12M HCl and .5.184g H20 with stirring and allowed to react for

one minute. This solution was added to 5.0g absolute ethanol to form solution B. Solution
B was added dropwise with vigorous stirring to a polypropylene beaker containing solution
A, 10.00 g TEOS and 5.0 g absolute ethanol, over a 5 minute period. When addition was
complete the beaker was loosely capped and stirring was continued until geiation had
occurred (about S hours). The gel was allowed to age on standing for 5 days. The gel was
transferred to a platinum crucible and placed in a temperature programmed furnace whose
temperature was raised at 10 Cmin. to 6000 C.
the glass was removed for analysis.

It was held at 6000 C for 64 hours and

Electron microprobe analysis showed it Zo contain

4.68 mole percent UO 3 . The difference between 4.68 and the theoretical content of 4.97
mole percent results from the presence of some UO 3 . 2H 2 0 in the U

To make thorium silicate glasses. thorium hydroxide, "Th(OH
thorium nitrate. Th(NO 3 )4 . 4H.,O.
was

added

to

an

aqueous

4

". was made from

Excess aqueous sodium hydroxide '0.06 mol. 2.4z

solution

of

.5.5212c,

0.01

TliNO 3 . 41120. with stirring, to produce the white ThOH
separated,

reactant.

tool
4

c"

,'r~um

:itrate,

. zH ., O :ei. The 2el was

washed with water 5 times, and dried at 120oC for I day.

As discussed

I.

PAGE .5
above, this resulting material is hydrated Th(OH

4

, but it can become carboxylated

partially on standing.
,'

In a typical preparation of the "3" mole percent thorium silicate g'ass. 0.4453 g
(which corresponds to 1.4S4 x 10.

3

mole on the basis of "ThOH

4

' was dissolved in 1.2 g

12 M HCl. and 5..1S4 g H210 and 5.0 g of absolute ethanol were added to form solution B.
-.

Solution B was added dropwise over 5 min to stirred solution A, made by mixing 10.00 g
of TEOS and 5.00 g of absolute ethanol.

The resulting solution ,sot) gelled in about 10

hours in a loosely closed beaker in air. The gel was aged at 250 C for 5 days, and then
heated to 700o C at a controlled heating rate of 10 C'min. It then was densified at 7000 C
for 24 hours to convert it fully to glass. Electron microprobe analysis showed it to contain
2.63 mole percent ThO.-, as would be the case if the thorium hydroxide corresponded to
the trihydrate. ThOH) 4 . 3H 2 0.
The glasses were analyzed bv x-ray diffraction. infrared and visible spectroscopy, and
electron microprobe techniques. The infrared spectra were measured on powdered samples
spectrometer.
dispersed in KBr pellets using an IBM IR-98 Fourier Transform infrared
The visible spectra and near infrared 1300-1400 nm) were measured on ground and
polished thin glass sections of cross section ca 5 mm
spectrometer.

using a Cary 17 UV-visibie

The electron microprobe measurements were made on 5-20 randomly

selected 15 micron spots using a Cameca Microprobe (take off angle 400

,

at an exc:tation

voltage of 15 KV and beam current of 10.3-10.6 nA. The metal and silicon contents were
probed and the compositions were calculated on the bases of U0
since oxygen was not measured.
percent,

eg

(9S.6-99.4,

in

the

3

,or ThO-

and SiO,

Total compositions accounted for nearly 100 weirht
case

of uranium

gliasses.

usinz melt-synthesized

multicomponent glasses for references.

Results and Discussion
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and the gels formed
The preparation of the starting solutions proceeded smoothly,
with steadily increasing

viscosity until brittle solids were obtained.

P
01

After aging, the

uranium-containing gels were heated at 10 C mm to 6000 C. to remove H 2 0,. C.,HOH and
In the case of thorium, the gels were

HCI. and then heated at 6000 C for 2-64 hours.

heated similarly to 7000 C and then heated at, that temperature for 24 hours.

The

The x-ray scattering of powdered samples showed them to be x-ray amorphous.

compositions of the glasses, obtained in terms of their Th or U to Si ratio by microprobe
are gven in Table 1. and expressed for the aehydrated samples on the basis of MO
MO.,) and SiO,.

3

S

or

The infrared spectra confirmed that they are nearly free of H.,O and HCI

within the detection limits inherent to the technique used to disperse a crusned powder in
KBr for measurement of the spectra of the pellets.

This is shown for the case of the

USi300 glass in Figure 1, where the entire infrared spectrum is displayed from 3SOO-500
1

cm
UO

3

The expanded scale infrared spectra of the 0.73. 2.90 and 4.68 mole percent

.

SiO

2

glasses are shown in the 600-1SO0 cm

-

I region in Figure 2. and the visible

spectra of the latter two are shown in Figure 3 in the 300-600 nm region. No absorption
bands were observed in the 600-1400 nm region.

The ultraviolet visible spectrum of 2.90 and 4.6S mole percent UO 3 . SiOo glasses in
the 320

700 nm region exhibit a band centered at 425 nm and the onset of stronger

-

absorption at shorter wavelength.

Uranium ions have distinctive visible spectral features.

which have been analvzed in detail for the various oxidation states with a wide rance o:
ligands

in

crystalline,

solution,

gas

phase

and

amorphous

states.

commnon

The

-2

2 ions is a reasonably intense ioc e-

characteristic of systems containing uranyl, UO.)
1-2) band centered in the 410 -450
containing UO0 2 - ,.

nm region.

The band appears at 4>1

This is wideiy

nm peak'rnaxiumm

observed in
-n

UO,

.eve

e -e 1%

ion has associated anions.

eg.

UO2vNO

3.

the
te3

band :s

c,'n:e:

:,m ta:

in aqueous HCIO 4 solutions ,9). whilt, in crystals or non-aqueous s(2u.J.li-m

JIases

whCh "c-5
:o

%

.

-

~
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~

.
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10i. When the nearest neighror

wavelengths with the band center nearer to 450 nm

environment is ordered. the vibrational structure of the electronic transition ,L resolved.
but when the UO,, - 2 ions are distributed over a range of t-%Ipes of neighboring sites the
environment is reflected

in asymnmetry, of the band.

The presence

me %vrnewa,

asymmetric band at 426 nm thus is consistent with absorbance due to U0,'

2 ions in a

rang-e of environments which are comprised of oxvgens which, on average, exert a ligand
field that is somewhat more negatively charged than that of six equitorial H,0 moi..:Cules
but somewhat more positive than that of three N0

3

- or CH 3 C0

'

_ ions -it the optimum

2

spacings they assume in crystals (11, 12) or dissolved complex ions.
The visible spectral features, including the high Frequency absorbance aue to the onset
of the bands known as B and C of UG.)

2 9. 13 thus are consistent with -he presence of

uranyl ions in disordered silicate environments having a net charge of -2 and contaming

-

two nonbridging ,NBO 1cxygens -one on each of two Si atomsj and four bridiging Si-O-Si
oxygens at average U-0 distances greater than tLhe 2.5 A\ at wvhich the oxygens of
U0 2 .CHCO2

,

for example. appear in the equitorial plane of discrete complex ions

12

There are, no doubt, in the distribution of sites some with ox-,.gens present (,i Si attached
to two NBO's as well. but there is not vet evidence of their presence in large proportion.
There is no evidence in the spectra for either 1U(V
expected near -)40 nm

uranate species. wvhich 'could be

r *tar U V or U:IV' -which would have abso!-bancts in tme

700-1400 nrn rezcor.%

The infrared spectra of the uraniumn silicate g-lasses shown in Fiz 2. sut no:-t th,,
interpretation. At, t,'e
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effect is assigned to the presence of a very low concentration of Si with two NBO's and
possibly to vibrations of gla s

The principal new band is that at ca 900 cm

. of a neariv linear !'().

assigned to the asymmetric stretch v

NI

at 895 - 910 cm -

',precise position

in the spectra of the UO 0

cm

and would be ungerade in the fully linear species.

which i

appu.ar-

ion. Th:> m-_o'

salts and solutions.

n.

-2

network oxyens in the neigriborhood of the LO

It :s infra, ad act:v,.

Thus, it is not the primary contributor

to the vibrational structure of the electronic transition near 420 nm. which is between
ungerade states and thus requires the gerade vibration iv 1
the ground and 715 cm vt.U-O) of

UO.)

-

i

j,

which is at ca S5.5 cm -

ave) in the excited electronic states '9).

1

in

The infrared active

is well known and has been analyzed for a wide range of uranvl salts.

and has been correlated to the RU-O, distance by Veall. et al , 14, and Siegel , 15' by the
exp:ession RLU-O, = S1.2 p--

found to be 1.72

.\

0.D. From the "SS cm-

-

for these giasses.

band. the L' - 0 distance !

This compares well to the value 1.71

.A

found in

NaUO 2 'O.,CCH,
The visible spectrum of the clear, colorless thorium silicate glasses is featureiess. of
course, but the infrared spectra exhibit ab.orption in the 600-1400 cm-

1

rezion.

These

spectra are similar to those of the uranium glasses except that there :s no band at 900
cm

or anaiogous to it since ThIV does not form an anaiogou5 ionic MO_ speivs.
Uon heating the uranium glasses at

orange

color,

and with exten ied

S00

heat:nc

C for 2 - 24 hours tl. , ,:kn

at

;00O C or

at h~zne_'

to
:uu-,

:h.y

eventually acquire a very deep coloration which makes them aprear ,_,ac. - h ome, vdience
of crystallization first appears with extended ' heat:n

However. x-ray stuav

under 40x microscoDic examination.
. hows that they contain crvstaihii

snould occur in th:s tempe:atur,
for

2.

2.

.:ompositions

r,,,a

-

x

at 700c C.

e,2un D',nelt..

".e'

0
C

uran
.)

:o ::-

'A hi.e t
:

.

p.,ar h:,mo,'enou-

f rowders
frt

,'' pha:

f

:hc e materials

L( US "lat

c:!'1.
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that a range of crystalhne uranium oxide compositions can be formed. The crystalline
appear

at .OOOC

pattern, but

powder

x-ray

to be UO,.91by

components

formed

presumably

CO 2 91- or U 1 20 35, and U',O; These transformations and concomitant

silicate ,omposition and chances ,ccur as' the time of heating at

00o C is increased.

The key features of this method are control of the amount of H 9 0 available for
gelation and kinetic control of the form of the metal-containing ion. If there is too much
water available, the concentration of Si-OH moieties is increased in the initial stages of the
reaction and tends to favor SiO, formation and exclusion of the cation. The latter control
is exerted in order to combine a form of the ions in which the ligands to be replaced are
H O or its frarments or are labile on the gelation time scale. It can be exerted by acid
*

hydroiysis of either a carbonate, leading to exciusion of CO,. or an oxicie which issoluble
in an acia whose anion is weakly ligating and which acid vaporizes but does not decompose
upon drying and denSification of the glass. In the present preparation HC1 was used as the
acid.

N.

Since the more common way to introduce metal ions bv a so,-gei metinoc :s to react
metal alkox~des v.uth TEOS. or another netwo:'k Former. it ,s useful :o consider the
feasibility of introducing U VI or Th IV', in that manner.

h
the preparation of U %) alkoxides, wrich cou.- be usd :::anum

-a.

ethoxide, prepared by oxid:zing IU", ethcx:de by renzov. t-rcxi,-a-e.

.s

can be distilled unoer vacuum at

nave reported

.
tc"

Girnan

VI
:

:
,

50 C ani .s so'ub .e :n a ranze c: ca-'i

__

vents. I- is

extremely moisture sensitive and hydroiyzes to z:ve soiutions containing the L:O,Thorium also forms substitutcd accnoat.s.

approaches may vield interestinz

ater:ai'-.

rn:cn
aratbe u

e -u

re:eu:sors.

which

ion.

\Vh c these

In :-r,ore :nvolved than

ne ciem: trv'.s

that used in this work.

w

Studies to determine tne

rnrrerties c. tne-e :!Inarr" act:nmid

5:.ca:e

thei potential role :n nuciear waste -oraze. :n pa:t'cu.ar nthsyntn!

'p%.%

:s.

:.-es :eiated -o
....... componen:
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silicates based on complex mixtures of actinidles. rare earths and other important metals.
will be reported separately.
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Table 1
U..

Composition of Typical xAcO (1-x)Si O, Glassesk
Glas o.
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AOn
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Mole cc SiO.-
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ThSi 02.)
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Infrared spectrum of the uranium sijicate glass. xUO 3 . 1-xSiO2 , w;,h x =

0.029 in the .500-3800 cm

region.

The baseline due to the KBr in the pellet has not

been subtracted.

Figure 2.

Infrared spectra of uranium silicate glasses. xUO.

(a). 0.029 (b, and 0.047 ,ci, in the 600 - 1800 cm

-

1-x Si0 2), with x = 0.007

region.
I.

Figure

3.

Visible

absorbance
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xUO 3 . (I-xiSiO 2 . with x = 0.047
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Appendix: Laboratory for Lightwave Technology

Division of Engineering, Brown University, Providence, R.I. 02912

,

Introduction
A Laboratory for Lightwave Technology has been established within the Division of
Engineering at. Brown University. This facility consists of an MCVD (Modified Cheniical Vapor Deposition) laboratory, a fiber characterization laboratory, and an optical fiber
draw tower. Brown is one of the few U.S. universities at which it, is possible to design and

A

fabricate novel optical fibers for sensor and other opto-electronic applications. This equipment presently represents a total of nearly a million dollars in our laboratory alone, and
it is supplemented by NMR and Raman equipment for bulk characterization of inorganic

I

glasses in the Departments of Physics and Chemistry. Research is being carried out in cooperation with faculty from the Department of Chemistry, Physics, and also with faculty
and staff from electrical and materials engineering. In addition, cooperative research is in
progress with the University of Illinois, Northeastern University and two laboratories in
the Ruhr University, Bochum, Germany.
Our research program emphasizes new techniques of preform fabrication, the study of
specially doped preforms for use as sensors, fiber lasers, polarization maintaining fibers,

studies of stress induced effects in fibers, and nonlinear phenomena in fibers. We are also
engaged in NMR and Raman studies of the incorporation of novel as well as traditional
dopants and how processing affects the manner in which these dopants are incorporated
into a glass matrix. Emphasis is placed not on the traditional teleconmunications fiber,
but on special fibers and fibers associated with sensor applications.
The use of specialty optical fibers as sensors in such disparate fields as solid mechanics,
cheilical species detection, biology and medicine, creates a seemingly endless list o

,ossible

areas of application. We are clearly not in a position to tursue active reqearclh into ;ill
of
the areas in which we believe optical fibers will play an increasingly important iole. Our
main thrust will be to develop a fundamental understanding of the imatriial and st rct iral
attributes of specialty fibers. We also hope to initiate a program

illnot-linear

eftects in

fibers and to study the effects of novel dopant s on Ranian gain. As can be seen, the unique

3,)
-"4

0%

W4.LV

advantages offered by tile Laboratory for Lightwave Ieclllogy call onlyIe

wI

.

utilized with

participants who can cont ribute to the multidisciplinary aspects of the research.
A series of proposals have been written and submitted to various agencies with the iii-

tention of supporting joint activity outside of our group in the Division of Engineering. At
the present time, there are four Ph.D. students within the Division of Engineering and one
in the Department of Chemistry associated directly with the activities of our laboratory.
It is expected that this number will double in the near future. Participants in the activities
of our laboratory include Prof. K.S. Kim (University of Illinois), an expert in both optics
and solid mechanics, and Prof. J. Cipolla, a professor of Mechanical Engineering from
Northeastern University who has been closely involved with the theoretical aspects of this
work. The faculty at Brown University are: two professors of chemistry; Prof. W. Risen,
an expert in amorphous glasses, and Prof. A. Wold, a chaired professor and editor of the
Journal of Solid State Chemistry); Prof. N. Lawandy, from electrical engineering (recipient of a Presidential Young Investigator award from the National Science Foundation),
and Prof. B. Caswell, and Prof. E. Suuberg, two professors from the Fluid Mechanics.
Thermodynamics and Chemical Processing group; Prof. P. Bray, a chaired professor from
the physics department specializing in NMR studies of glasses.

All will be contributing

their expertise toward increasing our understanding of various materials and fabrication
problems as well as applications of lightguides. In addition, Prof. Stiles (strained super
latice semiconductors), Prof. Nurmikko, (ultra-fast optical processes in semiconductors),
and Prof. Rosenberg (fast electronic devices) are participating in a cooperative program
*'"

involving semiconductor/fiber devices. We are also collaborating on some novel concepts
of "soot" deposition with Prof. M. Fiebig of the Ruhr Universitaet, Bochum. Germany.

Research Topics
Although there are several techniques for the fabrication of higtt
loss optical fibers such as OVPO (external depositio,

u ye. ])er!'ri1Nl
ow

Corning Glass). l('V!) (uuicro,'v,,

discharge, internal, Phillips), M CVD (internal, AT&CT anl

Bell Lalboa!(jies', and "':A )

(vapor axial deposition, .Japan), they all

Ilhe depositionoi f g,]ass froim

iave in coiniullll

reactions that occur in the vapor pliase. Perhaps the most flexible of these techniques is
I'.,'

M('VD (Modified Chemical Vapor Deposition). Tlis is tie process that wil

Ie

lse

l iI

our laboratory in the fabrication of novel lightguides for sensor applications.
In the following, we list several research topics and support for our present program.
Since our facility enables us to design and fabricate fibers for a variety of purposes, other
topics not cited here may well be pursuled

iii tile

future.

1.] Rare Earth Doping of Optical Fibers
There is great interest in the doping of fiber preforns with rare earth elements.
(AFOSR Physics Branch, $280,000. 24 nionths) These rare earth elements are difficilt
to obta

in tile vapor phase, and we hope to introiduce a novel procedmire for the incorpo-

ration of rare-earth dopants into a silica matrix. First, however, it is perhaps appropriate
to discuss, albeit briefly, tile motivation behind this project.
When light propagates throtigh itglass d ped with these eleimeints its electric field
vector rotates by an amount proportional to the strength of all external magnetic field and
the length of interaction.

The constant of proprt joniali ty is called tile Verdet constant,

which is large for tie rare earth elemeieuits, l{\ -nsnllili, lie roitationif
with such materials call be used as

electiI

rotation of tile electric field within

hi
t(li, fir

the field, fibers (loped

anI miagnetic field sensors.

In addition. tile

in tle presemnce ,of a magnietic

field) allows

tile creation of non-recipro ual devi"ce, such as isolators and circtilators. which are now i
common use iii the microwave regi on.

)ne ot the po(ssible barriers to tile fabrication of"

such devices is tie difficulty of incorporating tile lanthanide elemients into a silica based
glass in tile vapor phase. The grotip at Souit hapl;)toni (D. Payne. S. Poole. et.al.)

have

developed a double burner technique for introdlucing rare earth chlorides into the NIM('VD
gas stream, and have produce([ a host of fiber lasers. (1J. Light wave Technology, .1uly 1986)
The disadvantage of this technique is that it is difficult to obtain axial unifornitv in tle
dopait. All alternate proceedure used by this group, as well as by the giromp -it;\IT&

Bell

Laboratory, is to de-mount tie preform from tie glass lathe, immerse it for

ouirs

ev-rai

in all acqueous solution containing the desire(] rare earth salt, and !h}u ilihydrate tie
tube. Sinice the rare earth salts of interest, (in particular Nd) are so!l ,Iciii pIar ,r,'ailic
liquids, we plan to consider the introduction of tlie rare cartth salts iii polar

t1tior-carboris

in tile form of an aerosol spray. This would eliminate the probleni of axial non-uniformity"
5

IiI

as well as the lengthy dehydration time. The focus of this research will Ile in a ;t iNI

of

fiber sensing devices and fiber lasers.

I

2.] Second Harmonic Generation in Silica Based Fibers
This work is being carried out in conjunction with Major .1. Rot ger. Frank .J. Seiler

Laboratory, It.S.A.F., Colorado Springs, and Dr. ITlf Osterberg, of Prof. Stegenian's grroup
at the Unaiversity of Arizona.
Second harmonic frequency generation can occur in transparent materials lacking a
particular center of symmetry. In these materials, it is possible for two photons of frequency
w to interact with a lattice to produce one photon of frequency 2w. In certain non-linear
crystals, the efficiency with which this can be done depends on a host of parameters such as
crystal orientation, phase matching conditions, and can be as high as 40%. These crystals
can be quite expensive, of the order of several hundred to several thousand dollars. Such
crystals are in common use in a host of lasers, and, in particular, in fle Nd:YAG laser.
This doubles the frequency from 1.06 pi to .53 p where, in the green, the radiation can.
serve as a puip for dye lasers. Such frequency doul)ling with an intra-cavitv nonlinear
crystal can perhaps also be used in conjunction with a tunable alexandrite laser.
There are a host of applications for nonlinear optical elements capable of frequenc.
doubling, or frequency mixing, and, unfortunately, these effects, until quite recently have
been seen only in crystalline materials. A particular geometry in which such devices could
be particularly exploited is that of an optical fiber.
-

Since the fibers are so siiall, the

outer diameter of the order of 100 p., it is possible to achieve high iitensities nleeded
,fr

.5

the generation of such nonlinear effects even with diode lasers. However, it cam be shwn
that second harmonic generation can not be produced in isotropic materials since \2 is
essentially zero.

For this reason, there have been attempts fo) vrm

to exploit the strain induced asymmetry of polarization niaiiitai iii

crysta 1 fihl,rs a ,i
fllt-,
,
it] th,'Itpe

obtaining fibers capable of nonlinear effects. The advanitage of tihers, iii ;:+'i
amorphous as opposed to crystalline material, is that ihey (-an be i

*.

,f*

+' il,ii I r,
'',
J

wuex
w,,N',1iY,'h
p , ,tl'

"I

in large lengths.
Thus, what would be most desirable is a fiber fabricated with tle t edhfiiq

by the optical fiber industry ( NICVD ), that will exhibit the needed as
i

-

.

iimet rv

,Iivel,,l)

I

t si ru'i tire
"

10otaIin sec()IidL harmicit g('ltraItitW.

A Seies (if, ex pel'illieiit

(.1

wutorb'r
alli

~.aili
11

Optics Let ters, A ugust 1986, FebruarY 198?7) have receiitlv indicated such a

by creating anisot ropic radiationr
P

tsbitv

1Indcedl defect s Ili a silica based fibe~tr %-.-illI phlus phn r is

~doping in the core as well as the cladding. The raised core index was from germaiii
doping.

These experiments indicate anl exciting possibiilityv of' qt id ving not

only filida-

Iphenomenon

mental aspects of radIiation indluced anisot iopies ill glass, bu11t of taking wada

of

iage

I i1is

for a host of nonlinear fiber devices.

The experiment was funidament ally simple. ? Osterberg and Nlargulis. 1986, 1987) A
cw modelocked Nd:YAG laser was

Q switched t~o p~rovide 100-1:30 psec pulses inl Q switched

trains that lasted for 250 nsec ( FWHNI). This 1.06 p radiation was focuissed into a fiber,
dlescribed above. Sinlce the
was noted.
*

X2 coiefficienlt

is zero for a glass, no second harmionic generation

However, after a period of several hiours of pumping with this source, thle

~light, inl thle out put was green, indicating a frequency doubling. This outpu~tt inl thle green
increased exponienially with1 t im

tin t il sat urat ion was reached after about. twelve

ioli rs

of pumping withI the Nd:YAG laser. The conversion eflecienicy was 5%/", and1 occurredl onlyN
with1 phosphorous doping inl the core as wvell as inl thle cladding.

The pumping laser was

polarizedl, ani(l thle nonilinear (loubling seem-edI locemanate fromi the port ion of the fiber from
20-40 cm. Beyond this length, no futrtlher frequiency dlouibli ng occutrred. and thle pumip and
freqiicv (lou lled comnioient (lid not intieract wvith i e a int?hr. Speculat ion illight lead
onle to) coniclude that inl the first 20 cm of fiber claddinig iiiodes iiiterlerrel wvithI thle lhiase
mat cling condition t hat was nat urally present, Fol lowinug t his section. thle green Ii ght waS
no longer cohierently coupled to thle pumip source, and1( freqjen cv thou lin

diid n t

o-ccur

A possible mechanism for t his nionli near act ion mii ghit wvell be ftnd1( inl thet fact tihat
*

~thle polarized pimnp b~eam couild 11(1 rce dlefect s that %voll dlest rt vh li SY fvill)
imaterial, and thuis create a

\2- A

recent article by Stolen antd Tomi

*

~1987) prop)oses a theory for the existence of this

*

~frequency generation. The experimuent s performied by

nex-v

efleciecir of frequtency dloubllinig, as conrtrastedl xitil thet .5", obtailio'

tof

mit I. i

sctul
w

i~no1u1"1t
v.i

hV
byiWt Swo.N'h

It is clear that there is inuch to hbe (bile, both theoreticallY and o'xperi runii? ahl. il iis
*

~and ouir laboratory is uii(uehy suiited to) pursuie this
3.1 Novel P reform Fabri cat ionI Processes

totpic.

''f Ilit

( ptics Ltterc .A tiust

plliimlieiia

thlis fginm
iir '

i(t 'Y

ru

%k

Supported by tle National Science lFoundation: '222,0)(J, t hree Years. We have hdowit
that laser heating of the aerosol deposited in the .\l('VI) ( M,,lfied I

eiial V;,Ir ) )e-

fibers aIe

)formedc;In have a

which (optical

)osition) fabrication of" the preforls from

dramatic effect (ii

Iboth lhe rate anl qialitv of (le)eposition.

e(llil)ienlt that

\\itl

will
e

allow us to create state-of-the-art optical tilter preforms, we plan 1o stiYlv lile effects of"
laser enhanced thernot)lioretic dep)sition (on o)tical fiber i)ref',ris antihe filbrstpulled
from these preforms.

In addition, we will study the collapse rate of preform tubes with

the addition of axial laser radiation from a 250 NV 'Model 41(

Radiation car-

(olierent

bon dioxide laser. We I)lan to exanine this phenomenon experimentally and theoreticall'..
Increasing the diameter of preform hiles to obtain more fiber can increase the time (of
tube collapse considerably, and a study of tle influence of internal laser heating iiav yield
information oii how this step in optical fiber fabrication can be shortened .

Much effort

has been spent in tie development of computer codes, including t hree dimensional effect s,
that describe fundamental heat and mass transfer processes in

l('VD. [lhe results of t his

work have appeared in publications that such as ilie Journal of Heat 'Tran sfer .. lmirnal
f ('olloidal and Interfacial Sciences. Journal of the (eramic

Societv. to lhe .bnirnal of-'

Ligih wave Technh gy.

NNI{ Stidies of Vapor )eposited Preforms and Fibers
N'i
Several techniques will be used to gain aii assessment of the struicture of lhe fibers

fabricated in our laboratory. One of these. N NI

t.

(Nuiclear Magnetic Resonance), will be

emiploved in a fundamental study of tile incorporation ,)f dopants into oplt ical lilbers. P rof.

P. Bray, of the Department of Physics will l)e guiding this aspect of the program. It is

if

great interest to characterize and I)ossilblv explaiin lhe differences bet weet glasses form!ed
from the melt, and those formed front vapor phase deposited glasses. "T'hisis pa'ticukla)lvtrue for aii understanding of lhe radiation induced danitae associated wit I
harmonic generatioii in silica based fibers, Hlaving already iiialde st,
with i)hosphormuis (l0J)iuig in the claddIi i as well as the core, we plal
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Measurements of dipolar broadening, (iadrolpolar
Iitttice at

eflec

cs,
,heiniCal slits. ;,II'* spile

i(spii-spin relaxation tilnes will be used t, determine whet her dopitnt s (,,r itss

5

ratiots

V

cotll)OiIelnts)

are aggregated or (lispersed, and to charact erize the

o)(,nling cfiI

and structural groutpings formed in the glasses.
Stmdies are already in progress involving boron and fluorie in fibers

indtistrial sources.

rov(le I from

,1

)etailed studies of ihosphorotis in silica fibers have been pblishied fro moit

another laboratory. Since the process for producing fiber preforms can yield materials not
achievable from the melt, a new and large family of elements can be studied by NNIR to
determine the coordination, bondings, structural groupings. and other characteristics

oit"

an atomic scale that determine the microsco pic characteristics of the fiber.

.

[5.1 Polarization Maintaining Fibers
The impetus for creating polarization maintaining fibers comes from two different

sources. Perhaps t lie most

of t liese is ii optical fiber sensors in which deviat ions

iiinediate

froin a specific state of polarization may be associated with the presence of, for examlple.
an electric or magnetic field.

It is necessary for these fibers to maintain polarization

ini

the absence of the external disturbance i.e., magnetic or electric field, which the sensors
attempt to measure. A further need for high quality polarization maintaining fibers might
)e in some ftittre colterent communications system.

,,

Polarizat ion preservation it fibers may )e generically divided into two different types:
low birefringence, and high birefringence. If we can envision a low birefringence single node
fiber that in some sense is "perfect" with regard to( uniformity of dopant and uniformity of
external influences on t he fiber, t hen t his ideal

n
device will maintain its polarization. l IIfor-

'V

timately, there are a myriad tumber of internal as well as external influences that disttirb
his ideal depiction. Any physical itiperfections in the fiber itself, as a conseq(piice of lack
of circularity from some quirk in the pro(htiction pro,'ess. or amy inicro- lttl

the fiber will cause a random interaction

-:,,io: t. Iiltr-O

)etween the two propagatIni?,

polarization that are present itn a single Itode fiber, and the polarizain
acteristics of the fiber will be lost.

,'tilittaiiiiHtiiI

Itt addition. aty asyntnetrical latrnI str-ss.

and electric 'I(

internal or external nattre, bending, tension, torsio,
also destroy polarization

ls or
m-Iat lis it)

o,

(ILt1.
,'iher

Imiaitret icfi,,!ls, will

maintai ning features. For example, a small axial scratclh Ioi
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surface of a drawn fiber produces a huge stress singularity if file fiber is subjected even
to a slight twist,.

All of these effects influence the polarization coiipling of fihe different

modes that propagate in the fiber and degrade the ability of the fiber to maintain a single
polarization.
Since low birefringence fibers can be affected in a numl)er of ways by internal imper-

fections or ,xternal (list urbances, we consider ani alternate appr,)ach taken by other researchers, that is to increase the birefringence of the preform, andi hence the fiber, through
the deliberate introduction of a high degree of internal stress and azimuthal asyiimmetry
in the fiber. It is upon this latter aspect that this research shall focus. This work will be

carried out in coopertion with Prof. K.S. Kim, of the University of Illinois.
To insure that a high birefringence fiber has the capability of maintaining a specific
state of polarization, it is necessary that some asymmetry in the azimuthal direction be
included in the fiber. There are several ways in which this may be done. Japanese imanu-

-

facturers, in particular Sumitono and Hitachi, rely on an elliptical core within a circular
cladding. Depending upon tie cladding iaterial and profile. the fast axis may he along
either the semii-major or
*

ie semi-1iiinor axis. Bell Laboratories has recentlv reported omi

the polarization preserving characteristics of a fiber pulled from a preform that had been

%

flattened on two sides before being )ulled. This seemed to have t lie advantage t hat t lie preferred axis could be located from the external shiape of the pulled fiber..Another method,
introducd by the group under Professor A%.Gambling at tile ITniversitv of Soi t h halpt on,
England, attempts to make fuller use of the

iechanics

of stress induced birefringence in

fibers in order to create the desired degree (,f azimut hal asymmet ry. This is done by hmwalized heating to remove dopants leaving an azi11thallv asvmiiet ric dl(pant pr,,file ili the

preform. We plan to investigate niutlti-Ii lilension al effects (of stress hirefi'i gqvce ill preforms and fibers. Our theoretical p~rogram will lhe complimented byv e~perimem l.,tilt(;-;,
O'i:7t1 1ital st ,-!.
employing laser etching of dopants to achieve a highly controlled degn- ,4

*W.

asymmetry in t lie preforms fabricated in our laboratory. Sig nificanl progress hias ,lie'dv
been made in optimizing stress (list ribitions ill fibers and preforms.

1i.] A Zinc (iloride

Fiber
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Zinc chloride, ani extremely hygroscoplic

perature glass.

mterial.

has the abilitv to frin a low tem-

It transmits best in the mid infrared, and its infrared edge absorption

allows transmission up to 10.6 microns. We are investigating the possibility of vapor plase
deposition of this material via a suitable organic precursor, with subsequent removal of
water by flowing HCI through our deposition system. A possible substrate tube would be
polyvanilidine fluoride which is quite impervious to water. If this material is easily obtainable in rods or tubes, it could be used as a substrate in an MCVD process for obtaining
dry, glassy zinc chloride that could result in a graded index preform (when doped with
i)arium chloride).
7.

Nonlinear Interactions in 'lasses and Fibers

Vith the ability to dope fiber preforms with special elements, it is of interest to study
non-linear effects in fibers. As a consequence of their small core diameters, it is possible to
achieve non-linear effects in single mode fibers with modest laser powers. The two main
thrusts which we would like to address are nonlinear frequency generation in optical fbers
and nonlinear propagation and material damage in glasses and fibers. The first of these
efforts will focus on understanding t lie behavior of t lie nonlinear second order susceptibility
of glasses using tunable stimulated scattering in fibers with emphasis on coherent plionon
contributions to the response. Secondly we will study the effects of explosive plionon build
up on problems of laser induced damage in glasses. This effort will utilize self focusing
effects and filament characteristics to study tle prol)lem.
[a.] Raman Amplification in Single Mode Fibers
The use of intense pulnp sources to generate gain at the sum and difference fre(Ii t'ies
of the puip and a molecular resonance has been well studied. This

eff.

t

heas
ben

to produce enormous gains at tie lower Stokes frequency in liquid aid soli,,!
to tie high atomic densities available.

htm',

,,,i" d(itI

Recently, several experiments iiv,- demcnsti;a,,l

that optical fibers are excellent candidat es for generating Stokes gain aml Iasin p !t
down converted frequency. This is priniarally dite to two reasons: 1) filers ima ly

he

pp(,ri

several tens of watts of puimp power in extremely small cross sectional areas (20 microns
11

satisfying thle requiremnit for large

ties req uired for

inutensi

andl 2) fibhers may providle extremely lonIg

jult eract Pin

iiot~ili iiea

IuIgt its

ill a

r freq iiincy Lzem'i at

simaillvo

ui.

Rani a i anili)lfiC at ioni htas b~eenl (lemist rated at 1.2 mic(rIuIs w IthI a I .Of;
by K oepf, et. al, and hias generated at gaiil of 10' in I kui
power.

i',

)1111
(1(
loi1 pump

with Onily 1.4 W\atts (of pimiip

This experimient has dlefinedi the Other phy.sical inecluaiiisins, such as lBrulluiu i

scattering effects, which limit the gain, allowing for a reasoniable eulginvlerung design t
achieve a given power output at the desired wavelengthI.
The recent development and characterization of Alexauidrite lasers has resulted iii a
tunable intense source between 7000-8000

A. The t unabilit v and

intensityV will allo-w f'or

the experimental prob~ing of thle molecular Rainan scattering cross sections behavior in
The work will he aimied at

glasses by frequency resolved gain andl puimp measurements.

understanding thle effects of other cohierent processes suich as stimulated forward and~ backward Brillouin scattering onl the stimulated flaman scattering (SRS) process. In particular,
the quenching of

1)1101101

processes in glasses may be st udied in this way by tenlperat tire

dependent experiments onl SRS gain.
]b.} Self Focusing and Laser Induced Damnage
It is well knmownt that mnat erials whlich have positive Kerr itomlinieari ties result iii self
focusing amid filament formation.

The effect is (Ite t~o the positive nt ensit v depenidenmt

lenis which results in a Kerr medium due to the peaked transverse inmt ensi tyv(istiloitioni
of the propagating lbeani. This effect has resulted ill light filamients less t hani I micron ili
(lianieter atr visib~le wavelengths. This focusing results in damiage ill most miat erials. and%
the phenomenon is miot understood. Tile p~rinmary prob~lemi lies inl thle fact that miot emmOugli
power is absorbedl to result in simple therm~al dainage. We wvould like to st udy t lie prob)llemi
with i a focus onl non linear cohierent generationl Of phIonons at tile self focIuSI ng Cat ast rophe
'iII( t the1

poinlt. Thle generation rate of phionons has been shown to b~e mnstable ill
boson b~ehavior of the phionons.
ill glasses with

This ap)proach to- tlie damage problemi, t a iid 1)e si ii dici I

both amorphous and crystrallinle st ructutre iii Order !to ass;ess

cohierently induced phionons

ill

the optical damiage probleum. Needle s

of this mnagniitutde could p)lay an i ulllortarlit role
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8.] "Sniart Skiin" Materials wi th Embedded Fibher Sensors
12
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P.

As increase([ demands are placed upoIn t lie (Ievelopiient of composite matelfi aIls to I-v
enploVed near the limits of new technologies, it becomes necessary to Inomiit or their state
with regard to teniperature and strain in a continuous

uIliailier.

%

A technique that hldluls

promise of fulfilling this goal is that of embedding optical fiber sensors in the material
as it is being processed.

These fibers must be able to operate over the samie range of

temperature and strain as the host composite. By measuring the light passing t itrouglh tIle
fiber, it is possible to deterinine inforination on the state of the surrounding conmposite.
Thus far, with few exceptions fibers, have been designed primarally for telecommunication, and, in spite of the rapidly growing sensor market, not sufficient effort has been
expended to optimize the fiber design for its specific sensing role. This question must Ibe
addressed if there is to be any hope of embedded fibers fulfilling their promise. As Tioted
above, Brown is one of the very few universities capable of designing and fabricating all
stages of state-of-the-art optical fibers. Fiber design with respect to novel dopants that can
maximize the sensitivity to temperature and strain will be one emphasis of our prograni.
It has been noted that certain rare earth elements, in particular Nd, exhibit a marked
temperature sensitivity, and we will study the effects of dopant. levels upon temperature
sensitivity for embedded fibers. Since we will limit ourselves to consider maximum lengths
of fiber of the order of a hundred meters or so, attenuation due to higher dopant levels
will not be a limiting factor as would be in the case of the dlesign of a telecommunications
fiber.
One of the techniques used in the interrogation of a specific fiber section is that

of OTDR (Optical Time Domain Reflectometer).

In this technique, an optical signal of

short duration is launched into an optical fiber. At each point in tlie fiber. there is some
amount of backscatter from this pulse.

The amount of backscatter is dependent

the fiber design, both geometry, the material with which tle fiber is dope,.
of doping, and the the local state of temperature and stress.

(learlv

upon

he level

his is -i :;azll

with many parameters. Knowing the speed of propagation of the wave in ! be tiler, ;nd
knowing the time difference )etween the introduction of the pulse it
time of the return of the back scattered wave, it is t)ossibit, to obt,

the fiber ;ai)([

.ii'liii
I

li

l

ih,

,O 1w

local position from which the pulse was scattered. This back scattere-d pulse can irovide
information on t emperat tire, strain, and ot her characterist ics of the fiber locally.

)ne (ofthe
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a t eclIII I II I is I IhatI t Ie sp et-d

p ro I emis assoc Iat ed NvithII1suc

30 cm

j nsec.

and t hus, if we wish a resolut

ion

o4

l1ghI t Iravels a p proxiiilat eiy

(spatially) of 1 ciii, we must hiave at shuit t er

t

Systemui that canl open and close IIIIn 3t of' a uisec. It is possiblie to Iiitiodice splices, or
dliscont iilii

le ill th iber that iicrease backs;ca tter, and if their location is known. t hev

canl increase the spatial resolution for tis

t echnii q ue.

However. splicing of' fibhers over a

lengthi of miany met ers,*or even tens or hundr11 eds5 of' nmet ers, is not a practical Sol ut ion

Ito

thle prob~lemi of enhlanicing hackscat ter or inicreasing Slpact jal resolutiLon.
\\re

propose thle following t echniqure. wiclh is Simiple to imiplement iii anl oni line maiiir

onl ii optical fiber draw tower. It is well known that radiation canl induce structural dlefects
iii glass that canl eiihance scat tering. WXe considler a laser miounited oii a draw tower. puilsinig

ait regular iitrvals to intersect tile p~rior to coating. The iiitensitN could he varied, or thle
p~at tern of radiat ion induced (defects could be changed, depending upon thle laser lpiilse
Shape and duration.

Thuns. the

reflected signal xvould be associated withi a sp~ecific region

of t lie fiher t hat. inl conjunction withi standard OTDR techniques, could markedly in crease
slalres;oltioti.
This work is; to be carried ouit with Prof. 1K.5. Ki.o

n

eTertia

pi

M ech ani cs ( ron p at thle Universityv of Illioi s, (rhan a. Ill.. aiid wi thI Prof. .1. ( ' rli , (4 t lie
MI ...

P%.

Lahoratory for the Characterization of Composite Materials.

().I CVD Deposition for Gradient Index Lenses
Su pport ed b y thle Army Research 0Office, Duii
recent years theire has been
fllrl'is

ani. N'. C.. $3001.10,

icreasinig inuterest iii te ieise

opi ical situnat ions. Inl such a dIevi('e, either a radlial,

36 nit nt I s. Wit hill

t

f gradlienit ind ex len.e
s'11
iii u-

.

or

axial

or)I1) dli ) varnat Imi Ill

hie iindex of refraction causes thle light passing tbhrougn it to be beiit. The cia ssi c ex ample
is thle Wood lens inl which t here is a radial variat ion inl thle iindex of' refract ion.

I eperr liii

onl the iindex profile, a flat, lenis of t his dlesign call Serx'e eit her as a coxix evuriin o
lens. A not her coiifigu rat ion of (lie Sailie geiinre is thle

topt

ical fibher pre or'1'

laboratory has had nmuch exp~erience. Alt hough perhiaps not t Ir'ictl lvia!;Si
index leiis. tue optical fiber is a classic t'xamipie

of

hlow sItuictiti-en

light to achuiev'e hov loss tranismiissioni of inforiiiatiloll at a

'bv~~r~

w ih w 1i tn ino
ict

ws a nrutIlit

qrodi1t'iit S ( all'hiii'

leinsity that wou'ltId lwvc.t

inconlcei vable at decadle ago. Newv tetchl ologies have been dexeioped tot

1teri]

ii ie thle ext remiel v

tight tolerances on geometry and impurity levels. In all of these techniques, t lie goal is to
structure a preform rod of extremely high purity, with a radial (or, in t lie case of polarizing
maintaining fibers, azimuthal) distribution of dopants that will insure that the incoming

light will be confined within the fiber. Much of the behavior of such fibers can be described
with conventional ray optics, and, driven by commercial incentives, the work iii this area
in our leading industrial laboratories has been extensive.
In this proposed research, we wish to employ the techniques of optical fiber preform
fabrication, in particular MCVD (Modified Chemical Vapor Deposition, to be described
below) to the fabrication of preform rods that could serve as radially structured gradient
index lenses. In the development of preforms for optical fibers, the chief design criterion
is the need for ultra-high purity to insure that fiber pulled from the preform will have low
losses, of the order of a few Db/km. For a radially structured preform rod to be used as a
gradient index lens (i.e., the preform rod is sliced to produce many lenses), the stringent
requirements on low absorption may be relaxed; however, a more carefully structured index
of refraction (as a function of radius) is required. This gives us the freedom to consider a
host of glasses that have traditionally been used as optical elements but whose absorption
renders them unsuitable for use in optical fibers.

Prof. D. Moore, of the ITnixversity of

Rochester Institute of Optics, has worked extensively in this field over the past years. and
we have been in close contact with him in structuring the goals of this proposals.

Equipment and Facilities
As noted above, there are three components of our laboratory: I ). ani MCVD

Modi-

fi, d Chemical Vapor Deposition) Laboratory in which vapor phase techniques are employed
to fabricate silica based preforms designed in our laboratory, 2). a fiber characterization
laboratory containing a York Technology Preform Analyzer the provides a three diniensional profile of the index of refraction of our preforms, and a York Technology FV,l 100O
Fiber Characterization Stat-ion(a

donation from the Bell Cotninunicat9ins lRcsea-ich, , .

3.) a complete optical fiber draw facility. This equipment was purchased loil) S;pccil (:as
Controls and is an eight meter draw tower with a 25,000 W 'carbon resistance furn,'c. (%%o
ultraviolet cured coating stages, and the possibility of a thermnally cured silicone coating
stage. There are three Beta gauges, one for feedback and one for for fiber diameter control,
15
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andl two coatinig dijamleter nioiitors. Thie towerl has lweii operatioiial silice -\ugust

Our first fiber (a

1

-

987.

)hosphorus-germaiiiuin core fiber to studlv second hiarnionic generat ion)

was drawn to 125 it with a tolerance of ±0.21.
A

Mlicro-Vax 11 has been installed on ain Ethlernet link to a series

of larger Digital

Equipment machines and will be used to control and~ coordinate some of our laboratorY
activities.

In addition, wve have two Model 41 C Cohierent Radiat ion carb~on dioxide in-

dustrial lasers.

The output is approximately 270 WV. One laser was a gift of thle IBNI

Corporation to our laboratory. and the other was donated by thle Florsheini Shoe ('onpany of Chicago, 1ll.

We also have a smaller "home built" carbon dioxide laser, and a

p~ulsed 1 J carbon dioxide TEA laser. Further, there are two fume hoods. inicluinlg a floor
"walk iii" model. Other equipment in this laboratory consists of oscilloscopes. dletectors,.pumips, He-Ne lasers, and an optical table. There is also a full machine shop available for
any work that might need to be done in the construction of equipment.
In addition to the equipment cited above in our laboratory, the laboratories of Prof.
Risen (Chemistry) and Bray ( Physics) contain considerable equipment used for glass research. These inlcludle NMIR spectrometers used lpriinarally for 7Li. " B.

'(F. A

Ioand

~

new FTN NIH will be t ruly inult inuclear. of great importance for thle rare earthI elements
we wish to considler. ( Prof. Bray). In thle laboratory of Prof. Risen. there is a new Spex
Raiiialog NlicroR anan spect romjet er wvith Spectra Physics I XV (all lines) Ar' laser. The
Nlicrorainan has a spatial resolution of 2 microns. In thle infrared and far-infrared there is
at Diia

T15B Fourier Transformi Infrared Spectrometer that can take relatively good

sp~ectra between 50-4000 cin'. In add~ition, thle Optical Facility has purchased a 130N1EM
DA 3.1 FTIRU with its initial configurat ion liaviuig a range of 30-40.000 cm -1
microscopic infrared capabilities.

as well as

There are a niumber of high teimperatutre furnaces, thle

miost advanced of which is a ('NI Rapid Tellil 1700OB Furnace withI a sist ai tted t emupra t nrc
to 1600 'C. In addition, there are also exteinsive facilities available for f lie

itialmr-mitit

of

fast optical p~rocesses, electron microscopes, ion miicroprobes, as wvell a:- aou~e~

iuIC'o-

electronics laboratory for vapor d1epositionl and encapsulation. This h-Ait I

eqImii 1e't Iv

p~lay a role in future structuring of devices on fibers.
Our presenit equipiment lprovi(les a nlatural Complemeiit to thle ext cu sive 1 1ii 1k khiia rac -b
terization facilities for the physical proptties of glasses.

W\e will be able to aunalyze our

16
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prefornis with a sophisticated FTNNIR. This will be particularly important for studies in
which we wish to determine the manner in which dopants are incorporated into vapor phase
deposited preforms. Further, a micro Raman probe in the laboratory of Prof. Risen of the
('hemistry Department will enable us to scan preforms and fibers with a a high degree of
spatial resolution. This equipment will prove of great value in detailed characterization of
the preforms and fiber samples that are produced in our laboratory. We will be able to
S.

produce new glass structures and compositions not attainal)le with crucible techniques.
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